My Church History Blog

My Church History Blog for Deeds of the Lord, History and Geography
The purpose of this document is to define World Geography and History using Church
History Documents, Wikipedia and Google Earth. Since I am only connecting all the
parts and have not added anything, what you are seeing is Geographical View of
History based on the History of the Saints of the Church. I have also for each of the
stories associated them with their rulers, and therefore I have associated the rulers with
the saints of their time and location. With this location history, notice how God’s
Work moves around the World over time. Every location has its time for the Deeds of
God. Because the Saints went to all the crossroads and river intersections of the world,
Church History is also a World Geography and World History referencing the rivers,
mountain ranges, continental divides, seaports, and other geographical elements of our
Earth. Church History Documents come in the form of stories of the Saints of the
Church found on Eastern and Western Church websites. From these stories we
understand it was always very important to Christians that the Deeds of the Lord be
documented. We also understand that God has designed these stories so that none of
them stand alone. They connect with each other and with important events of World
History documented outside the Church by the rulers.

Including: Divides, Rivers, Trails, and Routes of the World
Besides the stories of the saints, this data can be used to check out all the great rivers of
the world, ski areas, the blue lines of people movement like the Oregon Trail,
California Trail, Wilderness Trail, Trans-Siberian Highway, Volga Trade Route,
Rivers of the Fertile Crescent, Silk Route to the Far East, Amber Road, and many
more, all part of the Stories of the Saints. To see all these things at once, click on the
Saint’s Locations worldwide by location link.

Saints: the Key to World History and World Geography
The purpose of this work is to show that these stories of the saints are the key to World
History. Because history itself is God’s story, by linking these stories to their
respective rulers, one can see that God controls all authority and therefore his story.
His story always begins with prophecy. In other words, he sets up the accounts or
buckets that collect his story. His buckets always come true, and he foils all other
buckets. You will see this fact, as you see the deeds of God in his stories.

Saint Stories touch Everyone, Each Group has had its time
The lives of those saints touch everyone in the World. Like business, location is the key
to understanding history. The first step to that understanding: know the Saints. The
first step to knowing a saint: use Wikipedia with Google Earth Metadata to know his
(his/her) location. Those locations are on or close to rivers, and those rivers and their
continental divides key understanding the regions and peoples.
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Saints and the Miraculous
By studying these saint stories, notice only the Eastern Church stories include the
miraculous. Notice the stories of saints before the split. Many of them are described
both ways, with miracles and without. The descriptions without the miracles make you
wonder why they were even considered saints. Throughout God’s story we see the
Deeds of God or the path to the false church. Therefore, God’s holy people key the
understanding of his story. So, for his good purpose, you will see he uses both good
and evil. Fear God because he controls everything we fear.

Saints, Miracles and Wars
When we follow the miracles in these stories, we see more than four hundred wars.
Following the miraculous proves them against God and his people. The true church
was innocent. The World Government Church was guilty, throughout the World,
throughout History.

Written by Saints and World Rulers
Since I am only connecting parts and have not added anything, what you are seeing is a
Geographical View of History written by the Saints and World rulers. Yes, even the
historians were saints. This blog will give an overview of Church History from which
you can drill down to those web links, documents, and their place on Earth. One link
gives you a folder of the Saint’s Locations worldwide by location, another gives you
access to the Locations for Saints Stories by Day and their Google Earth Links. (Each
year of my work adds another minute in the time it takes to open a month of saint
stories. It now takes about 4 minutes) Other links give the Saints for each day for the
Eastern Church, and the Episcopal Daily Lectionary gives the Link to the Western
Saints for each day. Plus to complete the list using Wikipedia I have compiled a short
list of Pentecostal Saints. (If there are any other links available, please contact me and
I will add them.)

Confidence: The purpose of World History: The Deeds of the Lord
The purpose of this work is to define confidence as the history of the Saints: the Deeds of
the Lord. Confidence (history’s purpose) is the fulfillment of prophecy. Luke’s book
“Acts of the Apostles” continues with our history of Christian lives, the Deeds of the
Lord. Plus, in these stories we see the history of World Government and its end
continued from the prophecies in Daniel and Ezekiel that were later described in “The
Revelation”. That history can be found in the lives of the saints of the Church. From
the saint’s stories we see the emergence of the Emergent Church, and the involvement
of the United Nations, Roman Church and many governments in that emergence. For
example, we see the history of the search for a common enemy (like climate change,
nationalism, and fundamentalist Christians and Jews) as a requirement for selling One
World Government. We also see that a very old Earth is also a requirement with
potential life on other planets. So, even if it seems these saints are being used by God
for an evil one world government, we have for our example here the lives of saints of
the whole Church (Orthodox, Protestant, Pentecostal, Emergent, and Roman Catholic).
Notice how (just like the experience of Jesus and his original apostles) the saints’
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anointing is accompanied by the miraculous throughout Church History. By their
anointed example, we can have confidence to seek our own graceful calling, our own
personal anointed communication with God.

My History
Over the last ten years I have been studying the saints of our daily lectionary, (most very
well written by James Kiefer); and (to discover why we are now burning our dead) six
years ago I included in my study the Orthodox Saints. This project began four years
ago. Three years ago I began grouping the locations. Last year I included all the
Pentecostal Saints I could find on the internet, and using the rivers of the World I
developed all the Continental Divides. This year I added the rulers associated with
each story, creating a history for each location. So now we can see the history of a
location with one click. For location group examples: the Locations folder sub location
folders. Notice: there are about 200 location groupings or folders with a history
section in the ruling locations. I am an Episcopalian, a Pentecostal Episcopalian. Since
from its beginning the Episcopal Church has had the purpose of uniting the Whole
Church, their list of saints includes saints from the Whole Church. And from this
Episcopal list we can see historical strains uniting the Church for evil. In other words:
uniting it for the evil One World Government and One Emergent Church that rejects
God and his commands specific to himself, i.e. sins against God; while, focusing on
the commands related to sins against man. Here in the history of the saints linked to
their rulers, we see that evil humanism and its development. I say evil because the
Book of Genesis and all the subsequent books define evil as sins against God.
Therefore, since it has no fear of God, this Emergent Church is evil. We fear God
because he controls everything we fear, and the beginning of wisdom is the fear of
God.

Summary: My Church History Blog
As you can see, it took me a year to get all 12 months of the saints (about 2,500 hours);
another year to connect the rivers; another year to group the locations, another year to
divide the rivers; and, another year to connect the rulers. I had fun all the way. I
focused on how I wanted to see it for myself, which is also a focus for the beginner to
be able to enter at any point in the story or day in the daily saint year. I began this
project by wondering why Christians were now burning their dead. By reading these
stories, we see why. Signs, wonders, and miracles left the Western Church when they
left the Orthodox Church. You can see that in these stories. It happened a couple
hundred years before the formal split in 1054. You can see that in these stories.
Without signs, wonders and miracles, the Western Church is quickly becoming the
One World Government Emergent Church, the one that loves people, and hates God.
You can see that in these stories. The problem is, you cannot love people without
loving God. You can see that in these stories.
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